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The Emergence of Knowledge Analysis: Change and Knowledge Management in Large Law Firms

Ronald W. Staudt
Professor of Law and Associate Vice President for Law, Business and Technology at Chicago-Kent College of Law
Knowledge management (“KM”) teams in large law firms have new internal customers: the managers of the firms, the finders who are generating new business, the marketing chairs who are positioning the firms and the finance directors who are struggling to price the professional services of the firms as they face increasing demand for creative alternative fee arrangements. These new customers of KM need more than reliable information and knowledge; they need analysis of information and knowledge, to be able to do their jobs. KM is beginning to broaden its vision and expand its arsenal to meet these new challenges.

Change

Change is the most frequently used word to describe the legal profession today. While many of us thought that technology would be the driver of deep change in the practice of law, it turns out that the new economics of large firm law practice is the real change agent. The deep recession of 2007 is driving top law firms and their clients to rethink many of the assumptions underlying their business relationships with clients.

The institutional practices of many of the largest law firms have been buffeted by reduced legal spending. Significant reduction in business activity has reduced the need for legal services.

There are fewer deals, fewer mergers, fewer company launches, and as a result there are lower revenues to law firms that serve companies. Businesses are also cutting costs in all areas including legal spend. This reduction in legal spend and business activity has produced layoffs of existing lawyers and deferred hiring of new lawyers by the largest law firms.

The economic downturn has energized the ACC Value Challenge, a continuation of more than a decade of emphasis by in-house counsel on alternatives to hourly billing business models for the purchase of legal services. Alternative fee arrangements, AFAs, are on the lips of everyone who manages large firms. The economic downturn has triggered a sea of change in the direction of billing arrangements in large firms. More and more clients are exploring fixed fee arrangements. Law firms are offering more creative approaches as alternatives to the cost plus professional services deals of the past that relied exclusively on billing for lawyer hours expended.


3. AFAs are a new development only in the large law firms that serve large corporate institutions. Small firms and solo practitioners have been using alternative fee arrangements since time immemorial. Personal injury plaintiff’s work has been a contingent fee business forever and personal injury defense work for insurance companies is often a fixed fee engagement with triggers to move to higher per case fees as matters move through stages of litigation. As a result, there have long been incentives in these practices to be efficient with lawyer hours and to use technology and staff leverage to reduce the cost of delivering fixed fee services. Fixed fee engagements for personal legal services have long been common. Divorces and small business incorporations are advertised every day at fixed fees. The law firms and sole practitioners with family law practices and bankruptcy practices and estate planning practices face increasing competition from well-financed and highly automated legal information and form businesses like Legal Zoom. Codification KM that automates repetitive tasks and ensures high quality services in matters that can be well served by document assembly and Web enabled reengineering is an emerging requirement for these small firms if they are to survive.
The combination of enterprise search and document enhancement delivers a powerful set of tools to new lawyers seeking models and a starting place for new drafting work. But these traditional forms of KM are not enough to meet the demand for lower fees and fixed-fee pricing for legal work.

New tools are now available that analyze discovery documents and leverage attorney time spent on discovery review. Preliminary tests show that the assisted lawyer can be significantly more effective, finding the relevant documents in much less time and therefore, at a much lower cost.5

KM’s Lawyer Customers: Finders, Minders and Grinders

The new business reality creates a demand for a new type of KM for large law firms. The new economics will change the way lawyers do their jobs at all stages of their careers, from entry-level associates to managing partners. It will no longer be sufficient for KM teams to deliver model documents and enhanced work product from law firm files. Lawyers, at all stages of their careers, will need more advanced tools—KM that offers a preliminary analysis of documents, financial information and staffing histories.

Lawyers, as well as architects and other consultants, can be described as finders, minders or grinders. These three overlapping categories define the stages of professional development and the major impact of the work that professionals do on a daily basis.4

Finders are attorneys who bring in new clients. Minders manage the matters that the firm handles for clients and maintain relationships with current clients. Grinders do research, draft contracts, handle the depositions, review discovery documents and argue motions in court.

Grinders

The predominant professional activities in the early years of a large firm lawyer’s career are document review for discovery, research and document drafting. All the tools of legal research are knowledge management tools that help professionals locate the wisdom and analysis previously written by judges, expert scholars and lawyers for adaptation, and use it in the context presented by a current client. Traditional KM, like Lexis® Search Advantage, uses enterprise search, like Vivisimo®, Recommind® or Autonomy, and adds its own real-time search enhancement to find documents in law firm files needed by these lawyers and to enhance those documents with real time Shepard’s® citations and on-the-fly linking to related internal and external content.

Minders

Senior associates and young partners are entrusted with management responsibilities. At this stage in their careers they are minders responsible for a team of lawyers and paralegals delivering legal services needed by the firm’s clients. In the pre-2007 world dominated by hourly billing, minders focused on quality, ensuring that deadlines were met and that matters were staffed with teams of lawyers able to deliver timely and effective services.

New economics now drives these minders to track the progress in fixed-fee engagements against budgets and historical maps of the phases of similar engagements. Keeping engagements within budget is a totally different job. These lawyers now require information about the matters that the firm is handling drawn from a variety of internal information sources like the time and billing system, the conflicts system, the document management system and external sources like LexisNexis® news reports, Web updates and stock market reports. KM must begin to analyze all this disparate data and help minders track current activities against legal work process maps drawn from prior engagements.


The Emergence of Knowledge Analysis
It is no longer enough for KM to find similar work product for grinders to use as models for current tasks. It is no longer enough for KM to find these models and then enhance them with links and embedded references to similar work in the firm, on LexisNexis and across the Web. It is no longer sufficient for KM to deliver instant updates and validation using Shepard’s Signal™ indicators, as impressive and valuable as this current KM process can be.

While all of this work must continue to improve the effectiveness of the grinders in the firm, to step up to the new challenges, KM needs to be smarter and more analytical and new tools must be invented. Existing data sources need to be coordinated with one another and available analytical tools need to be enhanced, expanded and pointed at the coordinated sources. The traditional tools of KM are certainly the building blocks on which this new set of capabilities will be built, but the next stage of KM evolution is all about analysis; KM must become knowledge analysis.

Knowledge Analysis Example

Point Solution for Minders and Finders—Lexis® Matter Experience

One new example of KM analysis for finders and minders is a point solution from LexisNexis® aimed at the problem of responding to fixed-fee requests and managing the work after the firm wins the competition to secure such fixed-fee engagements. AFAs are but the tip of the spear driving the need for new KM tools to analyze work and predict the path of new engagements. Yet the point of the spear is sharp and demands attention now. Apparently some finders are reasonably good at cost estimation and others are not. No one yet knows how to tell the difference or why some are better than others. It is difficult to use prior engagements as reliable predictors for the amount of firm resources needed to complete future work.
There are some obvious reasons for this fact: cost plus pricing of the type that was common before 2007 are managed differently than fixed-fee engagements. Incentives are arranged in a different way pushing the staffing and approach to legal work in different directions. So the time and tasks on a typical legal job before 2007 may bear little resemblance to a similar job to be performed in 2011. Time entries in most past engagements were written to convince the client to pay the bill, not to define the “phase, task or type of work.”

But the tip of the spear remains sharp and law firms must respond to fixed-fee requests or lose the opportunity to get this work. An emerging example of the type of knowledge analysis that KM must step up and deliver is a new point solution from LexisNexis® called Lexis® Matter Experience. It is a remarkable combination of traditional KM techniques that crunch through previously unexplored data sources like timekeeper notes and a new user interface that delivers analysis tools to decision makers.

Lexis Matter Experience points the traditional Lexis Search Advantage tools at new data sources to analyze time keepers’ notes and matter profiles from time and billing systems and documents retrieved from universal search. Analysis of these diverse data sources identifies matters by type, jurisdiction and a variety of topical categories that may be vital in crafting AFA proposals. In addition, the tool can apply structured task codes, like the ABA L codes, to prior work to help managers understand how lawyers spent their time on classes of cases. In short, Lexis Matter Experience delivers the analysis that finders need to prepare strong and profitable fixed fee proposals. Additionally, Lexis Matter Experience will deliver synthesis tools required to make the data from time and billing systems more useful to manage ongoing engagements within budget.

Conclusion

KM needs to begin to work across all the data of the firm: CRM information, financial data and billing notes, documents and electronic mail. From these divergent data stores, KM must begin to help law firm managers draw some preliminary conclusions about core law firm processes. KM needs to be the resource that helps draft a new AFA proposal. KM needs to work with legal practice experts to build process maps that guide delivery of fixed-fee legal services to ensure that the firm is on track and at or under budget. The key difference between KM of the past and this emerging KM is that the new realities demand that KM do more than find and enhance existing documents. KM must begin to offer analysis of those resources, analysis that delivers powerful leverage for finders, minders and grinders alike. The question is not whether there is a future for KM. The question is whether KM can deliver on its potential to carry the profession into a better and more effective and more profitable future. Early indications suggest that the new KM, as knowledge analysis, may be able to meet this challenge.

6. Mary Abraham, Above and Beyond, reporting on Toby Brown’s presentation at Ark Knowledge Management in the Legal Profession conference, October 27, 2010: “Analyzing time and billing records tends to provide limited useful data because until now billing practices have focused on creating a narrative a client will accept and have not been about providing data that help the firm understand the phase, task or type of work involved.” http://aboveandbeyondkm.com/2010/10/using-km-in-fixed-fee-pricing.html, last viewed December 14, 2010.
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